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AGRICULTURAL BAGS

The application of plastics in the agriculture industry is growing every day.

PlasticKar is one of the leading manufacturers of agriculture films in Iran.

Agriculture bags are produced in various width and thickness using different polymeric
compounds based on their application.

PlasticKar’ s agricultural bags include:

 Grow Bag

 Cucurbits Bag

By using a variety of additives, it possible to create specific features in agricultural
bags.

Some of these additives improve the product durability and life-time, while some
others enhance the diffusion, thermal and mechanical properties.



PLASTIC GROW BAG

Plastic grow bags are often used to grow plants with roots of low depth. Considering that

these bags occupy a small space, they are mostly used in balconies and small gardens. If

required, UV additive is used to increase the plastic bag lifetime.

There are different sizes for plastic grow bags, which are usually ordered by gardeners

according to their needs. Dimensional difference of these bags varies from 1 to 15 gallons.



Product Name Plastic Grow Bag

Other Names Nursery Bag, Plant Sack, etc.

Application
 Growing plants in small or large spaces such as balconies, gardens, etc.

 Possibility of planting seedlings inside sacks

 Applicable for planting Potato, eggplant, tomato, carrot, pepper and ...

Features

 Lower cost compared to plastic plant pots

 Easily transported

 Simply recyclable

 Less space occupied than rigid plant pots

 High durability

 Available in customized size and color, based on the customer's request.

 Keeps insects away from the plants

 More oxygen Absorption

 Providing more contact surface for the plant to absorb water and minerals

 Saving Water

 Ease of combating weeds

 Ability to print name and logo on the bag according to customer's request

 Reflection of light on the white side of the bag and better growth of the crop

Dimensions and 

Thickness

 (Dimension can be customized based on the customer’s request)

Color
 Black

 White/Black

Additives Anti UV

Print Based on the customer’s request

Perforation
Usually two holes are created on each side.

(or modified based on the customer’s request)

Packaging
Packed in 10 or 20kg PE bags, in bulk.

Otherwise, the packaging will be based on the customer’s  request.

Gallon
Width 

(cm)

Length

(cm)

Thickness 

(Microns)

1 14+(6.5+6.5) 19 100

3 19+(8+8) 33 100

5 23+(10+10) 42 100

7 24+(11.5+11.5) 46 100

10 35+(15+15) 37 200

15 40+(17+17) 56 200



CUCURBITS BAG

Farmers and gardeners usually use transparent PE bags for packaging cucurbits such as

cucumbers, eggplants, carrots, potatoes, etc.

Usually these bags would hold a weight between 20 to 30 kg, therefore, they must be

produced from top quality material and properly sewed in order to have the required

strength.

Product Name Cucurbits Bag

Other Names Potato bag, Cucumber bag, etc.

Application Packaging cucurbits such as potatoes, cucumbers, zucchini, eggplants, etc.

Features  High tensile strength

 High durability

 Easily transported

 Recyclable

 Ability to print name and logo on the bag 

Width Typically 50 to 90 cm

(based on the customer’s  request)

Length Typically 90 to 110 cm

(based on the customer’s  request)

Thickness Typically 150 to 250 microns

(based on the customer’s  request)

Color Transparent

(or based on the customer’s  request)

Print Based on the customer’s request

Perforation Usually six holes are created in two rows on each side

(or modified based on the customer’s  request)

Handle Could be produced in the form of T-Shirt bag if required by the customer.

Packaging Packed in 10 or 20kg PE bags, in bulk.

Otherwise, the packaging will be based on the customer’s  request.




